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UNITED STATES
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WILLIAM A. MACK, OF SEVILLE, OBIO.
IMPROVEMENT IN SEWING-MACHINEs.
Specification forming part of Letters Patent No. 3s,592, dated May 19, 1863.

To all chon it may concern:

about five-eighths of an inch wide; one-eight
of an inclithick, and about one foot or less in
length. The middle portion is occupied by a
cam-slot, G, of peculiar shape, forming an ir.
regular ronded angle, (shown in the figure.)
which gives the needle-bar a kind of inter.
mittent motion-that is, the movement upward
is steady and regular, while the downward
stroke is quick at first, and upon reaching the
lowest poist suddenly rising a little to allow
the nose of the shuttle to pass between the .
view. Fig. 3 is a view of the under side. Fig. 4 needle and,thread, then again slightly dowri
is a loagitudinal vertical section, and Figs, 5 ward, thus giving slack to the thread the
and 6 are views of the shuttle.
alonent the shuttle passes through the loop,
Like letters refer to like parts.
and then quickly rising to drawin the slack and
The nature of my invention relates, first, to tighten the stitch. The simultaneous move
the deviees for throwing the shuttle; second, ment of the shuttle is governed by devices
to the coastruction of the shuttle and shuttle. hereinafter described. This intermittent a?
race, and, third, to the devices for driving the tion of the needle-bar is very important, as it
feed-wlee,
prevents the shuttle from breaking the needle.
In the accompanying drawings, A A' A' tlread in its passage through the loop. Tie
represent the frameef the machine. This con needle is secured to the needle-bar by means
sists of a bed-plate, A, standard A', and arm of the screw-clamp H. (Shown in Figs.2 and 4.)
A'. The bed-plate A, when the matchine is in Upon the shaft 6, within the standard A',
working order, is mounted upon a table and is secured an eccentric, l, so placed upon the
secured by strews at the corners. The stanti shaft as to cause the shuttle-artin to vibrate at
ard A' is secured to the bed-plate A by neaths the right moment to pass the shuttle through
of screws 13, which pass upward through the the loop, as above described. The motion for
bed-plate into the base of the standard. The ward, being given when the body of the eccen
standard A and arm A" are cast in one piece, tic is nearest to the pie J, is more rapid that
with the exception of the side shown in lig. 1, on its returi, when the body of the eccentric
in which the sides are detachable for the pur. is up. Consequently the movement of the
lose of gaining, ready access to the interior of shuttle forward is tore rapid than upon its re
the stallard and arm.
turn, and by this accelerated forward move.
C represents a driving-shaft, which passes ment, as compared with the backward move
the whole length of the arm A'. Upon the ment, the passage of the shuttle through the
left-hand end, as seen in the figures, is sectared loop is much facilitated.
a driviug-pulley, ID. The pulley fits closely to The movement of the shuttle is produced by
the standard A', and prevents the shaft from means of two arms, J and K. The arm J is piv.
end-clasing in oue direction. Upon the oppo oted to the standard A' at about one-third of its
site end of the shaft is secured the crank distance above the middle of the arm. J. as
wheel l', which is secured upon the shaft close shown at J. The upper aid short end of this
to the end of the arm and preserves the shaft. arm is divided or forked and embraces the ecce
from moving end wise toward the standard A'. tlic I. The lower end of this artn enters a short
The crank-wheel E carries the wrist e, whose tube, L, as slown in Fig. 4, which forms one
revolution upon the wheel E describes an ex part of a universal joint. The lower end of the
act circle. The arm A' divides at the front pipe Lispierced transversely with around hole
end into two branches, a and a, thus forming into which fits the short end of the arm K, hav.
the bearings and guides for the needle-bar F, ing also a round tenon, and by this means.
which rests it depressions in the front end of the compound universal joint which connects
each, where it is secured by a cap on each, as the artins J and K is formed. The arm Kis
shown at F.
pivoted to the under side of the bed-plate A.
The needle-bar F consists of a bar of steel, at a distance of about one-third of its length

Be it known that I, W. A. MACK, of Seville,
in the county of Mediua and State of Ohio,
have inverted new and useful Improvements
in Sewing-Maehines; and I do hereby declare
that the following is a full and complete de
scription of the construction and operation of
the same, reference being had to the accom.
paying drawings, making part of this speci
ficatiot, it which
Figure i is a side view. Fig.2 is a front
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from the end, connecting with the tube L, as of the grip P, and thus forms an articulation.
shown at K', the long end of the arm reaching Now, when the cam Q, by the revolution of the
C, forces the upper end of the artin from
forward to the shuttle-race M, where it divides shaft
shaft C, the lower end at the same instant
into two branches or wings, m in, Fig. 6, form the
moves the outer end of the grip P in the oppo.
ing thereby what is termed the “cradle' of the site
direction, causing it to grip or bind upon
shuttle. These wings, which form the cradle, the face
the wheel O', and thus rotating it
sweep around within the shuttle-race M, and a distanceof corresponding
with the movement
move the shuttle back and forth in the Worlk
of the lower end of the lever P. The action
it g of the machine.
The sluttle-race M consists of a curved of the spring R is to carry the grip P back
trough embracing in extent about one-sixth of as far as the width of the slot will allow and to
hold the grip obliquely upon the wheel.
a circle whose center is in the pin K. In its The
spring R' prevents the wheel O' from
(ross-section the front is vertical upon the in
backward, while it does not retard its
side and the bottom iuclines upward at an an turning
forward movement. The upper end of this
gle of about thirty degrees, more or less, and lever
is operated by means of a caba, Q, upon
in this curved anti agular trough the shuttle
shaft C, which causes a vibrating motion
is caused to move back and furth as before ex the
of the lever upon the pin Q', and thus operat
plained.
The shuttle N is about two inches long and sing the grip.P upon the wheel O'. At each
revolution of the shaft C the grip P is earried
half an inch in diameter. The body is a hol. back
the face of the wheel O' by means
low, cylinder, in which is contained the spool of theupon
R, which presses upon the back
ii. The heel of the shuttle is filled with a side ofspring
the grip and carries it upon the wheel
nicely-fitting screw, N', which forms a bear. to its proper
position for a new hold. The ex
ing for one end of the spool, the other end be
ing supported as shown in Fig. 6. The exte tent of the movement of the grip upon the
O' is governed by a set-screw. R', against
rior of the screw N is neatly polished, and is wheel
which the lower end of the lever EP rests,
of the same size as the body of the shuttle.
Upon the outer end of the shaft O is secured
The nose of the shuttle is rounded off upon the a burr-wheel,
S, which passes through the bed.
back side, as seen in Figs. 5 and 6, the point

Nt resting closely against the front and verti.
cal wall of the shuttle-race AI.
Upon the upper margin of the shuttle is a
rib, f, which is provided with six or more round
holes, smooth and polished, through which the
spool-thread is laced to give it the required

plate A close in front of the needle, and by its
motion, which coincides with the needle O',
gives flotion to the cloth, in order to form the

\stitches.
The cam Q is so adjusted upon the shaft C
that the feed-wheel is moved forward, while
anotunt of tension. . A greater or less number the needle-bar is up. By means of the set
may be useti, as may be required to give the screw R', which governs: the extent of the mo
proper tension. The thread passes out from tion of the lever P', the length of the stitch
the body of the shuttle through an opening, n', can be regulated even while the machine is in
in front of the rib n', which opening is nearl motion.
The devices for holding the spool, taking up
as long the spotl.
. In consequence of the aligular form of the the slack thread as the needle rises, and for
shuttle-race and the above tescrile form of holding down the cloth are of common forms,
tle shuttle, it will be perceived that when this. and which it is not necessary here to describe.
body (the shuttle) is placed in the shuttle-race What I claim, as my improvement, and de
the preponderance of the gravitating power of. sire to secure by Letters Patent, is
1. The universal joint formed by the ution
the sluttle will be outsile of a vertical line
drawn through the shuttle, and consequently of the arms J and K with the socket Li, these
the shuttle can not by any sudden unveinent several parts loeing constructed, arranged and
of the wings m an ie thrown into an abnormal operated as all for the purpose specified.
2. The shuttle N, in combination with the
position.
The shaft of the feeding apparatus is shown curved shuttle race M, having an angular
trough, when both the shuttle and race are
at O. This shaft extends the whole length of

the bed-plate. Iseneath the standard A' is at
tached a driving-wheel, O'. This is operated
by a grip, P, upon the lower end of the vibrat.
ing lever . .
The grip P has a slot upon the lower edge,
into which the edge of the wheel O' passes, as
shown in Fig. 4, in which the wheel can move
freely, while the grie remains at right angles
to its face. The lower end of the lever P passes
loosely through a round hole in the outer end

constructed, arranged, and operated substan
tially as set forth.
3. The arm P', grip , spring R, and wheel

O', when these parts are constructed, arranged,

and
operated substantially as and for the jur.
pose specified.
WILLIAMA, MACK.
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